Several methodological issues pertaining to the "law of initial values" (LIV) are explored. It is indicated that change scores, not final levels, are the appropriate measure for testing if the LIV applies, and that normalization of data is unnecessary. Heart-rate responses of infants to pacification were found to adhere to the law despite the inverse nature of the stimulus, suggesting the importance of considering behavioral state independently of sequence of measurement. Tests of the applicability of the LIV to group data revealed that spurious confirmation may result from operation of the law within the individuals comprising the group, due to differences in behavioral state. Techniques for mitigating this effect are considered. The role of time parameters is examined. The responses of adult subjects to sustained psychological stress indicates that the LIV may apply to prolonged as wall as transient physiological responses.
ing inhibiting stimuli; and with extreme high or low levels there is progressive tendency toward no response or for reversal in the direction of response. Since differing initial levels are a characteristic feature of any study of human beings, the elucidation of Wilder's law merits considerable attention. Yet this significant hypothesis was largely ignored in psychosomatic research until emphasized in a recent impressive contribution by Lacey. 6 There is a seeming simplicity to the initial-values principle which promotes its ready application to psychosomatic data. Yet actually there are a number of less obvious complexities involved which must be understood in determining whether a given set of experimental findings does conform to the LIV and what significance is to be placed upon this finding. Failure to appreciate these subtleties can result in serious error. As awareness of the law has increased among psychosomatic re-searchers, this problem assumes widespread importance.
It is with the clarification of such issues that the present paper deals. Our major concern is with the methodological exploration of several important questions pertaining to the law and its application. We shall discuss the appropriate techniques to be used in testing whether the law actually is operating within a set of experimental results and indicate the significance of some of the parameters involved. Drawing on data in which the initial level represents an excited rather than a basal state, we will consider certain aspects of the influence of the sequence of measurement, and we will discuss other aspects of the role of time. In addition, we will point out an important diflFerence between group data and that derived from repetitive measures within single individuals, suggesting some solutions to the problem which this raises.
Our discussion will be based on data from two sources: observations of the heart-rate responses of crying normal infants to pacification procedures and a study of the physiological responses to experimentally induced psychological stress in normal young males. The details of these experiments will not be considered except as they are relevant to the methodological problems of primary concern here.
Intraindividual Analysis: Infant Pacification

Data
As part of a larger long-term program of research on physiological ontogenesis in infancy," observations were made of the heart-rate responses of crying infants to *This study is being conducted by Drs. Nahman Greenberg and John Loesch of the University of Illinois College of Medicine and will be reported by them. We are grateful to them for graciously allowing us to use their data for our specific methodological analyses. pacification procedures. Three techniques were utilized for pacification: feeding, providing a nipple pacifier, and sitting the infant up. We examined the relationship between heart-rate levels during the minute preceding successful pacification and the change based on the heart rate during the 10, 50, or 60 sec. following the onset of the pacification procedure. The data from the three pacification modes have been combined for statistical convenience." Examination of these plots revealed that in all the cases there was a consistent linear relationship between initial level and response: greater drops in heart rate occurring from higher initial levels. Expressed in mathematical terms, these findings are presented in Table 1 . In 9 of the 10 cases there is significant dependence of change on initial level, as predicted by the LIV. Note that for clarity and convenience, we have adopted the convention of reporting results in the form that a positive correlation indicated adherence to the Law and negative one, the reverse, whatever the actual measured direction of physiological change.
With the existence of the initial-value relationship thus documented, the question must be raised as to what criterion should be established to specify that it is of sufficient degree to warrant the conclusion that the LIV does apply. We propose only the simplest suggestion: that the correlation between the prestimulus and change scores achieve statistical significance at the conventional level (p O5) ) In making this recommendation, we are aware of the fact that this initial value-*In all instances, the plots were examined so that we could be certain that differential responses to the separate modes of pacification had not resulted in a seeming but spurious over-all relationship. For a few infants there was a suggestion that the latter might have occurred. Therefore it was decided to discard these data and thus to err, if at all, on the conservative side. None of the dropped data was "negative." Had the discarded data been included, they would have strengthened the finding. change correlation is not completely independent but is partly determined by the correlation between the initial and poststimulus measures. If the N's are large, a lack of high reliability between the initial and final values may be sufficient to yield a significant initial valuechange correlation, thus suggesting the operation of the law in a situation to which it does not apply. This point has been amplified previously. 4 Since here we are dealing with small N's, the .05 level should be a dependable criterion.
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Use of the slope, as some others have done, is no less valid than the correlation. The probability levels of the two are, of course, exactly the same. And if one "standardizes" the scores for statistical convenience, 6 the slope and correlation become identical.
It may be noted that we have examined the relationship of prepacification levels with change (i.e., the difference between pre-and poststimulus measures) rather than with the poststimulus levels. In considering a regression technique of data adjustment to correct for the initial-values effect, Lacey 6 was highly critical of this use of change scores. It is, of course, true VOL XXV, NO. I, 1963 that the same final levels will be predicted whether one uses change scores or poststimulus levels to calculate the regression (correlation). "In comparing the stressinitial level regression with the changeinitial level regression, there is complete statistical concordance." 2 In this sense, change scores are redundant: They contribute nothing additional which warrants their calculation. At present, however, we are concerned not with prediction but with the question of whether the LIV holds. In this case only the change scores are relevant, not the poststimulus values. From the correlation between pre-and poststimulus scores, it is absolutely impossible to know what the relationship between the prestimulus levels and the change will be, either in degree or even in direction; additional factors are involved. This is the crucial point. Elsewhere, 4 we have discussed in detail the other factors which determine how these correlations are interrelated. Since the LIV postulates the dependence of change, not final level, on initial level, any "test" of the law must utilize change scores. Wagner 14 and Wilder 16 have taken the same position. Further questions regarding the appro-priateness of the use of change scores and of the technique to be used for data adjustment once an initial-values effect has been established are not germane to this paper, where our concern is with more primary issues. In another paper, 5 we have considered these matters in greater detail and compared various methods for data adjustment.
Normalization
The analyses presented have been based on raw scores, although in some instances our data were far from normally distributed. It has been suggested 6 that only normal data are appropriate for such correlational analysis. This is a viewpoint with which we cannot concur. However, to explore the question empirically, we have "normalized" our data, using McCall's technique, and recomputed the analyses. As seen in the last column of Table 1 , normalization made no real difference in the results. The rank-order correlation, which gives an over-all index of the concordance between the new set of correlations and the original, is quite high (Rho, .83, p, <.O1).
But it is not merely this result which determined our choice of raw scores. Theoretical bases alone are enough to make us doubt the wisdom as well as the value of normalizing. Such a technique of data transformation distorts the value of measures which have been experimentally obtained, substituting new values whose single claim to validity is their statistical appropriateness. In psychosomatic research we deal with actual physiological measures rather than artifically determined scores such as are derived from intelligence tests. Intelligence is usually defined as a function which is normally distributed; and it is the task of the test constructor to manipulate the items and test scores freely so as to yield a normal distribution. However, when the objective distribution is not normal, defining it so does not justify the manipulation of the scores. Even such seemingly innocuous transformations as follow from the use of simple nonparametric statistics instead of conventional parametric techniques have recently been severely criticized. 1 Moreover, if obtained values tend to be clustered at the extremes of their range, as was true in a few of our cases, truly normal data cannot be achieved by any transformation technique. But further, the very necessity for having normal scores to calculate statistically valid correlations is highly questionable. Nefzger and Drasgow 8 have emphasized that statisticians disagree over the need for normal data in calculating Pearson's r; and from their own mathematical analysis they conclude that normalization is "needless." An empirical study of correlations recently reported by one of us 3 furnishes further evidence for this view.
Pacification as a Stimulus
The "stimulus" we have examined here is pacification, i.e., a technique which brings the infant from an excited to a more basal state. Is it correct to consider as a stimulus that which does not stimulate? More specifically, does the LIV apply to such data? Our results would seem to indicate that it does. The issue is not one merely of the direction of change in the variable under scrutiny. There are available already many data indicating that the law applies when a stimulus produces a decrease in the level of a particular variable; indeed, this is specifically formulated in the law. But in the present case there is a difference. The stimulus is administered when the organism is at an already elevated level of excitation; and it is this general level which falls.
Ordinarily, in psychophysiological research, "initial" is synonymous with "basal." Yet it is important to emphasize that two independent issues are involved. Our data suggest that the LIV operates even when "initial" is equated with "stimulated," though much more empirical study is required before we can know how generally this is true. Moreover, our results suggest the value of further scrutiny of the relationship between final levels and change. This is of special concern when it is the final level which is basal, as is the case here, but may be of interest even in the usual case, when the initial level is basal. Is there some kind of "law of final values"? 4 
Homeostaais
Comparsions between the responses of the individual infants can be made on the basis of the data presented in Table 1 , which lists a number of the parameters of the relationship between initial value and change. These are included as comparative data for other workers in this area. Moderate degrees of difference between infants can be seen. As Bridger and Reiser have pointed out, 2 the values of the various parameters describing the LIV are important indexes of individual homeostatic functioning. The slope of the initialvalue relationship is of particular interest as the indicator of the amount of response which occurs across the range of initial values. What level of slope is to be considered as homeostatically optimum, however, remains an open question. It would be erroneous to assume that a flat slope (indicating relatively little change in response) is of greater homeostatic value than a steep one. Effective homeostasis implies as much the ability to respond plastically as the maintenance of stability, just where the optimum range lies can be determined for a particular situation only on the basis of knowledge of both the demands posed by the stimulus, on the one hand, and the outer limits of variability of the strained system, on the other. Maladaptation may occur with overcontrol as well as with overresponse. gressively ascending initial levels within the individual. Such a relationship depends on the fact that the poststimulus measures have a narrower range than prestimulus ones. This relative fixity of poststimulus levels may reflect the situation in which the elastic capacity of the responding system is approached; the closer one is to its limit of response, the less change is possible. At less extreme levels what seems to be operating is a tendency for physiological systems to have a fairly stable response level characteristic of the individual subject in his new (stimulated) state.
Time factors are also of importance. Most reported studies of the LIV, including our data above, derive from response as measured at fixed and relatively brief intervals following a stimulus. The choice of time intervals, however, has been arbitrary. We still must learn whether the extent of responses in the first few seconds or minute parallels that of the second or third minute. Nor do we know that any of these bears a stable relationship to the time taken to reach maximum response, the total duration of response, or such nontemporal parameters as the magnitude of peak reaction or the mean level over the whole response period. Lipton and his co-workers 7 have made an outstanding beginning in collecting such data. It remains for empirical study to demonstrate whether these or other physiological indexes adhere to the LIV. We do have some data bearing on the applicability of the LIV to a somewhat sustained stress response, which will be presented in a later section of this paper.
Interindividual Analyses: Infant Pacification
Thus far we have considered the question of the LIV only as a phenomenon operating within an individual as a characteristic of his response pattern. We turn now to the applicability of the law to the group. Experimental studies involving human beings often permit only a single or very few occasions of testing. With subjects characteristically at unequal initial levels, it becomes essential to know whether these differences in levels systematically affect response. Appropriate statistical adjustment then can be made to compensate for this influence, so that the responses of individuals (or groups) can be compared on an equal footing.
To explore this issue, we have available data obtained from the initial pacification responses to the three different techniques on several groups of infants at varying ages. Correlations were computed as before. These are presented in Table 2 . All 15 of these coefficients are in the correct direction, and the number reaching significance is far above chance. It would appear that the LIV does apply to group data in this instance.
Unfortunately, this last conclusion may be incorrect despite the positive results. A hidden serious possibility of error exists in this type of analysis, which utilizes measures taken from randomly selected single episodes of response, in this case the first occasion of each mode of pacification. This occurs as the secondary result of the already demonstrated initialvalues effects operating within individuals comprising the group.* Within the group, the infants differ to some degree in their initial level of excitation. Some are crying harder, others less so. An infant who is most aroused will then tend to have a heart rate which is very rapid and at the extreme of his own reaction continuum. He will have a large drop with pacification. Another infant who is somewhat less aroused will tend to have a lower heart rate and, being further away from the extreme of his own range, have a lesser decrease. Such results yield data *This is analogous to, but separate from, a phenomenon pointed out by Bridger and Reiser." They indicated that the operation of the law within individuals can result in spurious support for the law as applied to a group when repeated measures (not single measures, as we have used) from different individuals are combined to calculate a single regression coefficient. We are in full agreement with that view. 'This is an additional group of infants studied at a foundling home. fCalculated by the z transformation method to obtain an average of the coefficients derived from the separate modes. Since two or three modes were used in most infants, these mean coefficients are based on data which are not entirely independent.
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perfectly in accord with the LIV. Yet this could be entirely due to the differences in excitation level of the two infants, not to differences between infants consequent upon initial-level differences. Had the infants been at identical levels of excitation (i.e., each exactly as far along the slope of his own response continuum), the one with a somewhat higher initial level might not have shown the greater response. Even the reverse could be true.
This can be seen more clearly by consideration of Fig. 1 , which depicts the data of two hypothetical subjects but which can be applied to data from a group of any size. Subject A is highly excited and thus his data fall nearer the end of the line representing the operation of the LIV within himself. Subject B is somewhat less excited and therefore at a less extreme point along the slope of his response range. The slope of a line drawn between Points A and B would be in complete accord with an LIV effect (and roughly parallels the lines indicating the operation of the law within each individual. ) Yet, had B been as excited as A, his data would fall at the point designated B'. Note that if a line is now drawn between this point and A, its slope fails to indicate operation of the LIV; it is in the wrong direction.
The general existence of this phenome-FIG. 1. Data from two hypothetical subjects illustrating K spurious confirmation of LIV g as applied to a group. £ non is no indicator that it is actually operating within our data to produce a spuriously positive result. But only if our subjects had been at equal levels of excitation could we be sure that it was not responsible for our finding. As it is, we cannot entirely exclude this possibility.
We have diminished the likelihood of this effect by using subjects who are all in very similar prestimulus states, i.e., all are crying. But even within this relatively narrow state, some infants certainly are more excited than others. The same consideration holds true for subjects administered a stimulus during a 'Tbasal" state. Ordinary criteria of basal conditions permit a moderate degree of latitude in the state of excitation among the individuals comprising a group. When experimental design leads to testing subjects representing a wide range of prestimulus states,* individuals are at quite different points on their own reaction continuum, and the possibility of the described effect influencing results is correspondingly enhanced.
While this state of affairs emphasizes the importance of factors inherent in experimental design, there are definite limits to which design can be utilized as control for such potential error which follow upon "See, as one example, the study reported in Reference 12.
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considerations of practicality and experimental goals. This situation forces us to seek alternative methods of handling data to maximize the equating of prestimulus states. An initial attempt involved calculation of the correlation as previously, but utilizing the mean of repeated prestimulus and change measures for each infant rather than data from a single pacification trial (the first). The logic was that the mean of repeated measures taken in the same general behavioral state provides an index of the level at a midpoint within that state, a level which should be essentially the same for all subjects. Naturally, we used only infants for whom there were a sufficiently large number of measures. These data yielded a correlation of .268, which is well below statistical significance.
Our second technique utilized the single occasion when the prestimulus level was at its highest rather than the first trial. In this way we hoped to tap the point of maximum reactivity and thus obtain data at an equally extreme point for each infant. This calculation again included only those infants for whom very many measures were available, to afford reasonable assurance that the extreme had been reached. This relationship is revealed to be in the direction opposite from that predicted by the LIV, though not at a significant level (r, -.212, p, NS). Neither here nor in the previous analysis is the range of prestimulus scores so narrow as to have precluded the possibility of obtaining a significant correlation.
Under these circumstances, we cannot say that we have substantiated the LIV as it applies to our group data, although originally it had appeared that we had done so. This is an important lesson, for our review of published data reporting the operation of the LIV within groups suggests that in these studies the possibility usually exists that the findings are spuriously positive, due to the phenomenon described. Only when methods are applied which equate behavioral states, as we have attempted, can we be certain of the initial-values principle as a population characteristic.
Interindividual Analyses:
Adult Stress Studies
Another quite different solution for the problem of group data was derived from a study which incorporated certain special features of experimental design. In this experiment, 10 18 male college students were subjected to a psychological stress which combined situational factors and an anxiety-producing film during a period of approximately 30 min. Control measures were obtained at the corresponding time 2 weeks later. This design was used primarily to capitalize on the stress impact of the initial contact with the psychosomatic laboratory and to obtain basal-state measures which were free from this influence. 13 A number of physiological indexes were recorded: heart rate, blood pressures, respiratory rate, and also measurements of finger blood flow and temperature, variables which decrease as the result of psychological stress.
For our studies of the LIV, we used the means of the full 30-min. stress period as our poststimulus values, to explore the application of the law to the physiological response sustained over persistent stress.
For prestimulus values, we used the final minute of the control period, rather than the mean of the entire 30 min., since examination of the record revealed some adaptation over time, pointing to the final minute as more representative of a truly basal measurement. Such a choice also is more consistent with usual studies of the LIV, which utilize the final measure of the control period as the initial level. Table 3 contains these data. Respiratory rate shows a significant conformity to the law. Both systolic and diastolic blood-pressure measures show a trend in this direction, which, however, is of only borderline significance. Finger temperature, on the other hand, shows an initiallevel relationship which is contrary to that predicted by the LIV, although not significantly so.
It will be noted that the "initial" values used in these analyses, though basal, were certainly not prestimulus. Indeed, they followed the stimulus measures by a considerable interval. It is this independence of the prestimulus and stress measures which removes the possibility of withinsubject influence as a source of error. Even if the subjects had varied in their basal states on the control day, this could not have determined their states on the stimulus day, 2 weeks earlier. The normal tendency of resting values to fluctuate about their mean would actually enhance the likelihood of a subject who tended toward one end of his reaction continuum on one day to be closer toward the opposite end on the other-thus producing, if anything, an overcorrecting effect. In this instance, then, we have built into the experimental design adequate control for dealing with group data, and we can be confident about our conclusions regarding the operation of the LIV.
Use of the mean of data from a rather prolonged stimulus period of 30 min. is quite different from the usual studies of the law. Ordinarily response measures have been made a very short period of time following the application of a still more fleeting stimulus. The fact that we achieved some positive results thus suggests that the LIV is a phenomenon which may operate for some variables to charac-
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terize the enduring response to prolonged stress as well as the more immediate reaction to a transient stimulus. The results of analyses applied to data from still other stress studies from our laboratory further support this suggestion. Unfortunately, the design of these studies precluded the application of any of the methods we could develop to correct for the source of error described; thus, we will not present this material here. But our results make it clear that there is a definite possibility that the initial-values effect operates as a determinant of prolonged stress response, an interesting extension of the LIV which deserves further study.
Summary and Conclusions
In this paper we have explored a number of methodological issues pertaining to the law of initial values.
It was indicated that change scores and not final levels are the appropriate and essential measure for testing whether the law applies, and that normalization of obtained measures is not desirable.
In 9 of 10 instances, the heart-rate responses of a crying infant to pacification procedures were found to adhere to the law despite the peculiarly inverse nature of this type of "stimulus." This led to a clarification of the need to consider the behavioral state of excitation and its direction of change as a separate issue from the sequence of measurement.
Testing the application of the law to the data derived from the group of infants revealed a positive finding. Further scrutiny indicated, however, that spurious confirmation of the law is likely to result as the inevitable consequence of the operation of the law within the individuals comprising the group. This results from differences in behavioral state even when experimental conditions are relatively well defined, pointing to the need for developing statistical techniques to equate the states of all subjects. Two such techniques were developed and applied. One is based on use of the mean of multiple measures and the other on the single most extreme measure. The rationale for these is indicated. In both instances, the previously "positive" result disappeared, thus emphasizing the realistic nature of the problem.
Physiological data derived from a study of the responses of adult subjects to psychological stress was also examined because of the special experimental design, involving a control period which followed the stress by a considerable interval. The resulting independence of these control data thus provided another solution to the problem of equating states. The results here did furnish general support for the LIV as a phenomenon operating within a group, although not consistently. The fact that this study involved a stress period of 30 min. duration also suggests that the LIV may apply to prolonged as well as more transient responses.
Although we have presented suggestions to deal with the problems we have raised, much further methodological research remains to be done. Still more, what is required is the acquisition of a large amount of empirical data concerning the nature and limits of the conditions under which initial level does act as a determinant of response. Since differences in level are a characteristic of psychosomatic experiments, further research progress depends on such knowledge. 
